The following resources are recommended for context and grounding into each session’s content:

**Session 1- Rapid Response Rooted in Mutuality and Solidarity for Black-Led Organizing**

- **Just Transition Framework** by Climate Justice Alliance
- **Resonance: A Framework for Philanthropic Transformation** developed by Justice Funders and The Resonance Collaborative
- **Dismantling White Supremacy & Anti-Blackness in Philanthropy** by Justice Funders, a letter to our colleagues/ the first blog in our latest blog series.
- **A Philanthropic Commitment to Dismantling White Supremacy and Anti-Blackness Must Include Support for Defunding the Police** by Maria Nakae, blog #2 in our latest blog series.

**Session 2- Defunding the Police and a Just Transition: Divestment and Reinvestment Strategies**

- **Can Philanthropy relinquish enough power and control to support BIPOC communities in governing resources for themselves?** by Jennifer Near
- **The long arc of resistance to police in Oakland schools: Uncovering the history of school policing in Oakland to move our vision for police free schools** by Jackie Byers and Manuel Criollo
- **Yes, We Mean Literally Abolish the Police** by Mariame Kaba
- **Defunding the Police: What it Takes to End Police Violence** by Movement for Black Lives
- **Ruth Wilson Gilmore Makes the Case for Abolition** - The Intercept Podcast
As Cities Move to Pull Funds From Police, Foundations Can Help Ensure Those Dollars Are Spent Well

By Rev. Rubén Austria and Antony Bugg-Levine

Session 3- Just Transition Experiments and Resourcing Strategies Across Movements and Systems

- White Allies, Let’s Be Honest About Decolonization by Kyle Powys Whyte
- United Frontline Table- INVESTING IN THE REGENERATIVE ECONOMY-Policy Stances and Priorities by Climate Justice Alliance
- How southern black farmers were forced from their land, and their heritage by PBS News Hour
- A New Generation of Black Farmers Is Returning to the Land by Leah Penniman
- Movement 4 Black Lives Invest- Divest Platform by The Movement for Black Lives
- NDN COLLECTIVE CALLS FOR CLOSURE OF MOUNT RUSHMORE AND FOR THE BLACK HILLS TO BE RETURNED TO THE LAKOTA by NDN Collective
- I Stood Up for Indigenous Rights at Mount Rushmore. Now I’m Facing 17 Years by Nick Tilsen
- NDN Indigenous Regenerative Economic Principles by NDN Collective